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As chronicled in myriad news stories and countless reports into trust, 
integrity, accountability, transparency and corruption, Australia’s 
social institutions are widely seen by the public as more concerned 
with self and vested interests than the public interest. In response 
to the question, ‘who speaks for and protects the public interest?’, 
few of our social institutions appear to be fit for purpose. 
In this research and insights report, the Australian Leadership Index takes stock of the perceived state 
of institutional leadership for the greater good in 2021. Moreover, it places these results in the broader 
context of what the Australian Leadership Index has revealed about leadership for the greater good 
since the inception of the Index in 2018.

It is timely, in this election year, to reflect on the nature and state of our institutions and to have a national 
conversation about what our institutions could or should look like, if the goal is to foster institutions that 
promote flourishing and help rather than harm the public interest and greater planetary good.

Notably, this report not only reveals community perceptions of what is, in terms of institutional leadership 
for the greater good, but also what could be, highlighting a tension that we could harness, if we so choose, 
to foster the regeneration of public trust and restoration of faith in our social institutions.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
HIGH LEVEL LEADERSHIP INSIGHTS
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A NATIONAL CONVERSATION ABOUT LEADERSHIP 
IN AUSTRALIA IS NOW MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER
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Lack of leadership 
for the greater good

ALI inspires leadership 
in Australia

The largest study of 
leadership for the good

Supported by 
The Graham Foundation

Growing community distrust of social institutions and the pervasive sense that institutions serve self 
interest ahead of the public interest has fostered growing interest in leadership for the greater good.

The Australian Leadership Index was created to to measure and track perceptions of leadership for 
the greater good, with a view to inspire and sustain responsible leadership in Australian institutions.

The Australian Leadership Index is made possible by the generous support of The Graham 
Foundation, which has supported the ALI since its inception in 2018.

The Australian Leadership Index is the largest ever ongoing research study of public perceptions 
and community expectations of institutional leadership for the greater good in Australia.
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THE RISE AND FALL OF LEADERSHIP 
FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD

WHO SPEAKS FOR AND PROTECTS 
THE PUBLIC INTEREST?

THE BIGGEST LOSER IN 2021? 

At the sector level, the results are clear: the 
community only regards the public sector 
as showing leadership for the public good. At 
the institutional level, charities lead the way, 
followed closely by public health institutions.

At the sector level, the government and not–for–
profit sectors both recorded falls into negative 
territory in 2021, after strong gains in 2020. The 
federal government recorded the biggest year–
on–year fall in perceived leadership for the good.

After a stunning reversal of historic trends 
during the first year of the pandemic, which 
saw an improvement in perceptions of leadership, 
leadership perceptions fell throughout 2021.

ALI SCORE, GOVERNMENT

ALI SCORE, OVERALL



LEADERSHIP GAPS STILL SUBSTANTIAL
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Focus on creating positive social outcomes

Focus on creating positive environmental outcomes

Focus on creating positive economic outcomes

Demonstrates high ethical standards

Demonstrates accountability

Demonstrates transparency

Responsive to the interests of society

Responsive to the people they serve

Balances the needs of different groups

LARGE GAPS STILL EXIST BETWEEN 
PERFORMANCE AND EXPECTATIONS

THE LARGEST GAPS ARE FOUND 
AMONG INDICATORS OF INTEGRITY

IMPROVING LEADERSHIP FOR THE 
GOOD STARTS WITH PUBLIC INTEGRITY

Public integrity comprises several core themes 
including ethics and morality, transparency, 
accountability, and care for and responsiveness 
to the interests of society. Performance on all 
these integrity metrics declined from 2020 to 2021.

Not only are ethics, transparency, accountability, 
and responsiveness to society the worst performers; 
they are also the biggest drivers of perceptions of 
leadership for the good. To improve leadership for 
the good, leaders must start with public integrity.

Substantial gaps still exist between how 
the general public expects authorities and 
institutions to lead and how authorities 
and institutions are perceived to lead.



OVERALL, LEADERSHIP PERCEPTIONS 
IN AUSTRALIA IN 2021 WERE NEGATIVE
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THE PUBLIC VIEWS AUSTRALIA’S SOCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS AS GENERALLY SELF–SERVING

A TALE OF TWO CITIES

MOST STATES WENT BACKWARDS

Despite an improvement in sentiment during the 
first year of the pandemic, most people now regard 
Australia’s social institutions as serving self and 
vested interests ahead of the public interest.

NSW reported a significant improvement in overall 
perceptions of leadership of 10 percentage points 
between 2020 and 2021, whereas Victoria reported 
a decline of 9 percentage points.

The biggest falls in overall leadership perceptions 
were found in NT, Victoria and WA, although Western 
Australians maintained a positive view of the general 
state of leadership for the greater good in Australia.

ALI SCORE, OVERALL

WA +2

NT -10*

QLD -1

NSW +6

ACT +5*

VIC -5

TAS -23*

SA -6

NATIONAL -1

Sample details: Total sample size,  January-December 2021, n=4,062; NSW n=1,278, VIC n=1,051, QLD n=765; WA n=410; SA n=342; TAS n=86*, ACT n=80*, NT n=41*. 
*TAS, ACT and NT sample size low, results indicative only, interpret with caution. 



ABOUT THIS REPORT
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This report has six sections.

Section 1, EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, provides a high-level summary of ALI’s 2021 results. 

Section 2, MEDIA COVERAGE, reveals how the ALI has contributed to the national leadership 
conversation in the media and scholarship, as well as through the Future of Leadership series.

Section 3, RESEARCH APPROACH, provides an overview of how the ALI was developed, how the 
study is conducted, and how ALI results are freely available via our interactive online dashboard. 

Section 4, LEADERSHIP INSIGHTS, provides a detailed summary of the 2021 ALI results, providing 
the headline results and identifying the key predictors of leadership for the good at the macro–
level. This section also presents a series of special reports into government integrity (INTEGRITY 
CRISIS), and state government (STATES OF EMERGENCY), climate (FIRES AND FLOODS), 
business (CORPORATE CONFUSION), and health leadership (HEALTH HEROES).

Section 6, FUTURE DIRECTIONS, offers some reflections on leadership for the greater good 
in 2021 and outlines ALI’s next steps, including a survey refresh.

Finally, section 6, GETTING INVOLVED, invites you to engage with ALI in our Future of Leadership 
interviews and webinars, in research collaborations, and in collaborative impact projects.

The Australian Leadership Index addresses three 
fundamental aspects of leadership for the greater 
good in Australia: public perceptions of its state in 
a variety of social institutions and sectors; public 
expectations about leadership for the greater 
good; and the factors that predict or ‘drive’ public 
perceptions of leadership for the greater good. 

To understand public perceptions and expectations 
about leadership for the good, ALI surveys 
approximately 1,000 people across all Australian 
states and territories each quarter. This nationally 
representative report reflects the views of over 
4,000 Australians surveyed throughout 2021. 

In addition to this, where appropriate, this report 
draws on results from the 2018-2020 Australian 
Leadership Index surveys to provide wider context 
and meaning to the patterns and trends observed 
in perceptions of leadership for the greater good in 
Australia’s social institutions.

OVERVIEW REPORT STRUCTURE



MEDIA COVERAGE
SUSTAINING A NATIONAL LEADERSHIP CONVERSATION
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THE FUTURE OF LEADERSHIP VIDEO SERIES
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FUTURE OF LEADERSHIP SERIES

The Future of Leadership video series was 
launched in 2021 and features interviews with a 
range of influential leaders in the public, private 
and not-for-profit sectors about their views of 
leadership for the greater good in Australia.

Watch on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClKIIXAbE
Hg6xibWaZmQSkw/

It’s important that we recognise the difference between true 
leadership and management. Societally, we are now starting 
to just manage things instead of leading. Leadership is not 
about avoiding bad press or being seen to be wrong; it’s 
about doing what’s needed. Leadership requires judgement 
on a much broader set of codes; codes such as morals, 
ethics, and beliefs.

Professor John Pollaers OAM
Chancellor, Swinburne University of Technology

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClKIIXAbEHg6xibWaZmQSkw/


AUSTRALIAN LEADERSHIP INDEX IN THE PRESS
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The Australian Leadership Index 
continues to provoke and sustain 
national conversations about 
leadership for the greater good, 
with several media articles and 
industry publications.

MEDIA COVERAGE



SCHOLARLY RESEARCH AND CITATIONS
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The research team drives scholarly 
conversations about leadership 
through research publications and 
encouraging others to cite our work 
in their own research.

ACADEMIC RESEARCH FALLING APART AND COMING TOGETHER: 
HOW PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF LEADERSHIP 
CHANGE IN RESPONSE TO NATURAL 
DISASTERS VS. HEALTH CRISES

Wheeler, M.A.; Bednall, T.; Demsar, V.; Wilson, S.G. (2022). 
Falling Apart and Coming Together: How Public 
Perceptions of Leadership Change in Response to Natural 
Disasters vs. Health Crises. Sustainability, 14(2), 837. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/su14020837

THE GRAND CHALLENGE NONE OF US 
CHOSE: SUCCEEDING (AND FAILING) 
AGAINST THE GLOBAL PANDEMIC

Adler, N.J., Sackmann, S.A., Arieli, S., Akter, M., Barmeyer,
C., Barzantny, C., Caprar, D.V., Lee, Y.-t., Liu, L.A., Magnani, 
G., Marcus, J., Miska, C., Moore, F., Park, S.H., Reiche, B.S., 
Søderberg, A.-M., Solomons, J. and Zhang, Z.-X. (2022), 
"The Grand Challenge None of Us Chose: Succeeding (and 
Failing) Against the Global Pandemic 1 ", in Osland, J.S., 
Reiche, B.S., Szkudlarek, B. and Mendenhall, M.E. (Eds) 
Advances in Global Leadership (Vol. 14), pp. 3-85. 
https://doi.org/10.1108/S1535-120320220000014002

RECENT TRENDS IN AUSTRALIAN LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT REFORM

Sansom, G. (2020). Recent trends in Australian local 
government reform. Commonwealth Journal of Local 
Governance, (23), ID 7546. 
https://doi.org/10.5130/cjlg.vi23.7546

COVID-19 AND INEQUITIES IN AUSTRALIAN 
EDUCATION – INSIGHTS ON FEDERALISM, 
AUTONOMY, AND ACCESS

Eacott, S., MacDonald, K., Keddie, A., Blackmore, J., & 
Wilkinson, J. (2020). COVID-19 and inequities in Australian 
education – insights on federalism, autonomy, and access. 
International Studies in Educational Administration, 48(3), 6-
13. 
http://cceam.net/publications/isea/isea-2020-vol-48-no-3/

RESEARCH PAPER CITATION

CITATION CITATION

http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/su14020837
https://doi.org/10.1108/S1535-120320220000014002
https://doi.org/10.5130/cjlg.vi23.7546
http://cceam.net/publications/isea/isea-2020-vol-48-no-3/
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WEBSITE

EMAIL

TWITTER

LINKEDIN

YOUTUBE

Search impressions 375,496

Visitors 23,434

Subscription rate 1.8%

Email subscribers 911

Open rate 32.4%

Click rate 6.9%

Total impressions 1.1m

Followers 5,604

Engagement rate 3.7%

Total impressions 213,523

Followers 1,193

Engagement rate 4.7%

*New channel

Videos 15

REACHING A BROAD AUSTRALIAN AUDIENCE 
THROUGH DIGITAL PLATFORMS SINCE 2018

Data from 2018 to present



RESEARCH APPROACH
METHODOLOGY AND TEAM
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OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH APPROACH
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Exploratory qualitative 
interviews with experts, 
leaders, and community 
focus groups to 
understand how people 
think about leadership.

Large scale ongoing 
national survey to 
measure how 
Australians view 
leadership across 
institutions and sectors.

Communicating findings 
through an interactive 
online dashboard, 
monthly articles, 
research publications, 
and the annual report.

UNDERSTANDING 
LEADERSHIP

TRACKING PUBLIC 
PERCEPTIONS

PROVOKING LEADERSHIP 
CONVERSATIONS
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EXPLORATORY INTERVIEWS WITH EXPERTS, 
LEADERS, AND COMMUNITY FOCUS GROUPS

INTERVIEWS WITH EXPERTS

We interviewed a wide range of academic experts 
in leadership and business ethics from a variety 
of Australian universities and fifteen professional 
leaders (e.g., CEOs, Directors, Members of 
Parliament) from the government and public (5), 
private (3), and not–for–profit (7) sectors.

COMMUNITY FOCUS GROUPS
We captured the views of the general public about 
the greater good and leadership for the good by 
conducting five 10–person focus groups with 
Australian participants located in Melbourne. 
Participants were aged between 18 and 65 years 
of age, and each focus group comprised a mix of 
individuals from three distinct income groups 
(AUD0–31,999, AUD32,000–64,999, AUD65,000+).

INSIGHTS

Three themes emerged pertaining to the type of 
value created by leadership for the good, how value 
is created, and the people for whom value is created.

What? Leadership for the good goes beyond the 
creation of positive economic outcomes to include 
the creation of positive social outcomes, as well 
creating positive environmental outcomes. 

How? Leadership for the good reflects an ethic of 
beneficence, doing good, which is reflected in such 
values as transparency, accountability, and a host 
of values associated with moral and ethical conduct. 

For whom? Leadership for the good is other–
oriented, concerned with the welfare and well-being 
of individuals, groups, organisations, communities, 
and society at large, including future generations.
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NATIONALLY REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE SURVEY PROCESS

 Total 4,000 observations per quarter consisting 
of 1,000 participants, each rating four randomly 
selected institutions. 

 Insights into twelve major institutions across 
the government, public, private and not–for–
profit sectors.

 Nationally representative by age, gender 
and state proportions.

 Data collection is ‘always on’, increasing 
responsiveness to real world events.

 Comprehensive survey of public perceptions 
and expectations of leadership for the greater 
good, including the drivers of leadership 
perceptions by institution and sector.

 Extensive respondent profiling data.

THE LARGEST EVER ONGOING SURVEY 
OF LEADERSHIP IN AUSTRALIA
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PROVOKING LEADERSHIP CONVERSATIONS 
THROUGH ONGOING INSIGHTS REPORTING

ONLINE DASHBOARD

MONTHLY ARTICLES

RESEARCH PAPERS

ANNUAL REPORTS

Results are publicly 
available through our 
interactive online 
dashboard.

Explore >>

The research team 
analyses index data to 
contribute to scholarly 
knowledge about 
leadership.

Read now >>

Each month, the 
research team 
publishes a new 
article focusing on 
key leadership topics. 

Browse articles >>

An annual report 
which examines how 
leadership perceptions 
change in response to 
major events.

Download >>

Data from the research is reported through 
an interactive online dashboard, monthly 
discussion articles, research papers, and 
annual reports.

We regularly engage with the media, 
online publishers, and influential leaders 
to collaborate on various research outputs, 
articles and publications.

Results are also frequently presented at 
conferences, guest lectures, and media 
interviews.

REPORTING THE RESULTS

https://www.australianleadershipindex.org/portal
https://www.australianleadershipindex.org/articles
https://www.australianleadershipindex.org/articles
https://www.australianleadershipindex.org/reports


MEET THE ALI TEAM
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Dr Sam Wilson
Associate Professor, Leadership

Research areas include leadership for 
the greater good and psychological 
studies of humanitarianism.

Connect on LinkedIn >>

Researcher profile >>

Dr Melissa Wheeler
Senior Lecturer, Business Ethics

Research areas include organisational 
ethics, moral decision making, and 
female representation in leadership.

Connect on LinkedIn >>

Researcher profile >>

Dr Vlad Demsar
Lecturer, Marketing

Research areas include marketing 
strategy, consumer behaviour, digital 
cultures, and crisis management.

Connect on LinkedIn >>

Researcher profile >>

Ms Sylvia Gray
Research Associate in Psychology

Research areas include leadership, 
employee burnout, and employee 
wellbeing.

Connect on LinkedIn >>

Ms Kristy Horne
Client Engagement Specialist

Over 20 years experience working in 
market research, client engagement, 
and corporate training and education. 

Connect on LinkedIn >>

https://www.linkedin.com/in/samuel-wilson-44908610/
https://www.swinburne.edu.au/research/our-research/access-our-research/find-a-researcher-or-supervisor/researcher-profile/?id=sgwilson
https://www.linkedin.com/in/melissa-wheeler-3822b8bb/
https://www.swinburne.edu.au/research/our-research/access-our-research/find-a-researcher-or-supervisor/researcher-profile/?id=mwheeler
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vladdemsar/
https://www.swinburne.edu.au/research/our-research/access-our-research/find-a-researcher-or-supervisor/researcher-profile/?id=vdemsar
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sylvia-gray/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kristy-horne-3a763721/


LEADERSHIP INSIGHTS
DETAILED RESEARCH FINDINGS
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LEADERSHIP IN AUSTRALIA
CHANGING PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS
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IN 2021, PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF LEADERSHIP FOR THE 
GREATER GOOD DECLINED ACROSS THE BOARD
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NEARLY ALL GAINS LOST

GOVERNMENT FALLS FAST

PUBLIC SECTOR REMAINS POSITIVE

Despite reaching an unprecedented peak at the 
end of 2020, public perceptions of leadership 
for the good declined across all sectors in 2021.

The most-improved sector in 2020 was unable 
to retain its favourable ratings and fell hardest 
in 2021, from +4 in the first quarter of 2021 to 
-11 in the final quarter of 2021.

Although the public sector was not immune to the 
general sense in 2021 that institutions were not 
serving the public interest, the public sector was 
uniquely able to sustain community perceptions 
that it was committed to serving the public good.
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ALI SCORE, GOVERNMENT, PUBLIC, PRIVATE AND NFP SECTORS

How are ALI scores calculated? The ALI score is calculated in a similar way to the Net Promoter Score, a well-known and easily understood index ranging from -100 to +100. The ALI score for each 
institution is calculated as the proportion of people who believe the institution shows leadership for the public good to a ‘fairly large extent’ or ‘extremely large extent’ minus those who believe that the 
institution shows it ‘to some extent’ or ‘not at all’. Positive scores indicate that the institution is seen as serving the public good/interest, whereas negative scores indicate that it is seen as self-serving. 
Sample details: The sample size for these institutions in 2021 is 4,062, collected at a rate of ~999 respondents per sector per quarter across all states/territories.



CHARITIES AND PUBLIC HEALTH CONTINUE TO PERFORM STRONGLY 
ON LEADERSHIP WHILE OTHER INSITUTIONS FALL BEHIND
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CHARITIES AND PUBLIC HEALTH 
TOP THE CHARTS ONCE AGAIN

NATIONAL BUSINESS AND 
EDUCATION BUCK THE TREND

THE BIGGEST LOSER IN 2021? 

Large national businesses and public 
education institutions defy the downward 
trend of 2021 and show an increase in 
perceived leadership for the greater good.

The federal government recorded the 
biggest year on year fall in perceived 
leadership for the good, their ALI score 
falling 11 percentage points in 2021. 

Year-on-Year change
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Religious

Multinational

Trade unions

Federal government

Local government

National businesses

SME

Justice

State government

Education

Health

CharityPerforming strongly in terms of overall 
leadership and the underlying indicators, 
charities and health institutions provide 
an object lesson in leadership for the good.

ALI SCORE, INSTITUTIONS

How are ALI scores calculated? The ALI score is calculated in a similar way to the Net Promoter Score, a well-known and easily understood index ranging from -100 to +100. The ALI score for each 
institution is calculated as the proportion of people who believe the institution shows leadership for the public good to a ‘fairly large extent’ or ‘extremely large extent’ minus those who believe that the 
institution shows it ‘to some extent’ or ‘not at all’. Positive scores indicate that the institution is seen as serving the public good/interest, whereas negative scores indicate that it is seen as self-serving. 
Sample details: The sample size for these institutions in 2021 is 4,062, collected at a rate of 333 respondents per institution per quarter across all states/territories.



THE WAY IN WHICH AUSTRALIANS THINK ABOUT LEADERSHIP 
FOR THE GREATER GOOD CHANGED SUBSTANTIALLY IN 2021
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THE PRECISE NATURE OF LEADERSHIP FOR 
THE GREATER GOOD CHANGES WITH CONTEXT

LEADERSHIP FOR THE GOOD: 2020 

LEADERSHIP FOR THE GOOD: 2021

Studying the predictors or ‘drivers’ of public perceptions 
of leadership for the greater good reveals how the public 
thinks about the nature and meaning of leadership for the 
good at any given time. Some interesting changes were 
observed from 2020 to 2021.

In the first year of the pandemic—a time of crisis and fear—
Australians looked to authorities and institutions for security 
and protection. This is reflected in the importance accorded 
to institutional responsiveness to the needs of society for 
health care and the protection of lives and livelihoods.

By 2021, the public focus had shifted away from its almost singular 
concern for the institutional provision of safety and security to a 
concern for the processes and principles that inform the actions of 
authorities and institutions. In essence, public integrity took centre 
stage in community perceptions of leadership for the greater good.

3. Responsive to the 
interests of society 12%

ALL SECTORS, 2021

4. Accountability 16%

ALL SECTORS, 2020

1. Ethicality 13%

2. Accountability 12%

5. Transparency 12%

6. Focus on creating 
social value 11%

7. Responsive to the 
people it serves 11%

8. Focus on creating 
environmental value 10%

9. Focus on creating 
economic value 8%

1. Responsive to the 
interests of society 20%

2. Focus on creating 
social value 18%

3. Ethicality 18%

5. Transparency 9%

6. Responsive to the 
people it serves 8%

7. Balances the needs of 
different stakeholders 11%

8. Focus on creating 
environmental value 5%

DRIVERS OF 
PUBLIC OF 

PERCEPTIONS OF 
LEADERSHIP

(2020)

DRIVERS OF 
PUBLIC OF 

PERCEPTIONS OF 
LEADERSHIP

(2021)

How are the predictors/drivers of leadership calculated? The traditional approach to answering these questions is regression analysis. 
However, without a statistical background, it is difficult to interpret the results. An alternative approach is to report the findings of such 
an analysis as percentages, representing the relative importance of each predictor. This is a more straightforward way of communicating 
such findings. The higher the percentage, the more important an indicator is in predicting perceptions of leadership.
Sample details: Nationally representative sample: January-December 2020, n=4,078; January-December 2021, n=4,062.

4. Balances the needs of 
different stakeholders 12%



WHAT GOES UP MUST COME DOWN: 
THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR DECLINES PRECIPITOUSLY IN 2021
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Leadership 
driver

Importance 
score 

Govt. sector 
performance

Federal govt. 
performance

State govt. 
performance

Local govt. 
performance

Social outcomes 10.8% 33% 31% 34% 36%

Environmental 
outcomes 9.9% 31% 28% 30% 34%

Economic 
outcomes 10.5% 38% 40% 37% 37%

Accountability 11.1% 30% 29% 31% 30%

Ethicality 12.2% 31% 29% 30% 33%

Transparency 10.9% 29% 27% 28% 31%

Responsive to 
people 12.4% 32% 30% 33% 32%

Responsive to 
society 11.2% 33% 32% 34% 33%

Balances needs of 
diff. groups 11.0% 31% 30% 31% 34%

GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS' RACE TO THE BOTTOM A YEARNING FOR LEADERSHIP THAT PUTS THE PUBLIC FIRST 
After experiencing strong public approval through the first year of the 
pandemic, by the end of 2021, state governments came to be regarded 
similarly to federal and local governments: more concerned with self 
interest than the wider public interest.

The strongest drivers of government leadership for the public good—ethicality, 
accountability, responsiveness to the people they serve, responsiveness to society’s 
needs—point to the desiderata of public leadership: public integrity and leadership 
for the many, not the few.

GOVERNMENT SECTOR
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Mar-21 Jun-21 Sep-21 Dec-21

Federal State Local

ALI SCORE, GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS

How are ALI scores calculated? The ALI score for each institution is calculated as the proportion of people who believe the institution shows leadership for the public good to a ‘fairly large extent’ or 
‘extremely large extent’ minus those who believe that it shows it ‘to some extent’ or ‘not at all’. Positive scores indicate an institution serves the public good, negative scores indicate that it is self-serving.
Importance scores: Relative importance analysis. The higher the percentage (i.e., relative importance), the more important an indicator is in predicting perceptions of leadership.
Performance scores: These scores are calculated as the proportion of people who believe the institution shows performance on the metric to a ‘fairly large extent’ or ‘extremely large extent’.
Sample details: The sample size for these institutions in 2021 is 4,062, collected at a rate of 333 respondents per institution per quarter across all states/territories.



THE PUBLIC SECTOR REMAINS AN EXAMPLAR OF LEADERSHIP 
FOR THE GREATER GOOD DURING THE PANDEMIC
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Leadership 
driver

Importance 
score 

Public sector 
performance

Health 
performance

Education 
performance

Justice 
performance

Social outcomes 10.9% 39% 44% 41% 33%

Environmental 
outcomes 7.9% 32% 33% 35% 27%

Economic 
outcomes 8.4% 35% 39% 38% 28%

Accountability 12.4% 40% 45% 39% 35%

Ethicality 13.4% 45% 53% 44% 38%

Transparency 11.0% 38% 42% 37% 34%

Responsive to 
people 12.5% 43% 50% 41% 37%

Responsive to 
society 12.0% 42% 48% 41% 36%

Balances needs of 
diff. groups 11.5% 40% 43% 41% 35%
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ALI SCORE, PUBLIC SECTOR INSTITUTIONS

PUBLIC HEALTH LEADS THE WAY THE PUBLIC SECTOR GUIDE TO RESPONSIBLE PUBLIC LEADERSHIP
The strong performance of public health institutions continued in 2021, 
with most people viewing them as showing leadership for the greater 
good. Public education institutions were also well regarded, but public  
perceptions of their leadership declined steadily throughout the year.

The drivers of perceptions of public sector leadership for greater good are the same 
as political leadership for the greater good, but with one notable exception: the 
community only views the public sector as delivering on the factors that undergird 
leadership for the good.

How are ALI scores calculated? The ALI score for each institution is calculated as the proportion of people who believe the institution shows leadership for the public good to a ‘fairly large extent’ or 
‘extremely large extent’ minus those who believe that it shows it ‘to some extent’ or ‘not at all’. Positive scores indicate an institution serves the public good, negative scores indicate that it is self-serving.
Importance scores: Relative importance analysis. The higher the percentage (i.e., relative importance), the more important an indicator is in predicting perceptions of leadership.
Performance scores: These scores are calculated as the proportion of people who believe the institution shows performance on the metric to a ‘fairly large extent’ or ‘extremely large extent’.
Sample details: The sample size for these institutions in 2021 is 4,062, collected at a rate of 333 respondents per institution per quarter across all states/territories.



ETHICS, ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY ARE AS 
IMPORTANT AS SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES
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Leadership 
driver

Importance 
score 

Private sector 
performance

SME 
performance

National bus. 
performance

MNC 
performance

Social outcomes 12.1% 30% 35% 30% 26%

Environmental 
outcomes 12.2% 28% 31% 29% 25%

Economic 
outcomes 4.0% 44% 43% 46% 42%

Accountability 12.1% 33% 40% 33% 26%

Ethicality 13.6% 32% 38% 31% 27%

Transparency 12.2% 29% 35% 29% 24%

Responsive to 
people 10.6% 36% 43% 35% 29%

Responsive to 
society 11.9% 34% 40% 34% 30%

Balances needs of 
diff. groups 11.4% 32% 37% 32% 27%
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ALI SCORE, BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS

MULTINATIONALS SEEN AS MOST SELF-SERVING LEADERSHIP AS THE ETHICAL CREATION OF SHARED VALUE
Multinational corporations (MNCs) drag down public perceptions of 
business commitment to and leadership for the greater good. Only 
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and national businesses are 
seen as somewhat committed to the serving the public interest. 

The top drivers of business leadership for the greater good reveal a compelling rule 
of thumb for responsible business leadership: when creating shared value, how you 
create it is just as important as the type of nonfinancial value you create. However, 
no Brownie points are awarded for doing your job (i.e., creating economic value).

How are ALI scores calculated? The ALI score for each institution is calculated as the proportion of people who believe the institution shows leadership for the public good to a ‘fairly large extent’ or 
‘extremely large extent’ minus those who believe that it shows it ‘to some extent’ or ‘not at all’. Positive scores indicate an institution serves the public good, negative scores indicate that it is self-serving.
Importance scores: Relative importance analysis. The higher the percentage (i.e., relative importance), the more important an indicator is in predicting perceptions of leadership.
Performance scores: These scores are calculated as the proportion of people who believe the institution shows performance on the metric to a ‘fairly large extent’ or ‘extremely large extent’.
Sample details: The sample size for these institutions in 2021 is 4,062, collected at a rate of 333 respondents per institution per quarter across all states/territories.



WITH CHARITIES PERFORMING STRONGLY, RELIGIOUS 
INSITUTIONS AND TRADE UNIONS FELL FURTHER BEHIND
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Leadership 
driver

Importance 
score 

NFP sector 
performance

Charity 
performance

Religious 
performance

Trade union 
performance

Social outcomes 11.0% 40% 54% 34% 30%

Environmental 
outcomes 11.1% 29% 38% 22% 27%

Economic 
outcomes 8.6% 33% 40% 29% 31%

Accountability 11.6% 34% 46% 27% 28%

Ethicality 13.0% 36% 51% 30% 28%

Transparency 11.6% 32% 44% 26% 27%

Responsive to 
people 9.7% 42% 55% 34% 35%

Responsive to 
society 11.5% 39% 53% 33% 31%

Balances needs of 
diff. groups 12.0% 37% 49% 29% 32%
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ALI SCORE, NFP INSTITUTIONS

CHARITIES EXEMPLIFY LEADERSHIP FOR THE GOOD LEADERSHIP AS THE BENOVOLENT CARE OF THOSE IN NEED 
When it comes to institutional leadership for the good, charities are 
second to none. Despite their good intentions, religious institutions 
and trade unions are seen as harming rather than helping the public 
good.

Unlike the main drivers of leadership for the good in the business sector, leadership 
for the good in the not-for-profit sector foregrounds ethical, hands-on care for the 
community. Value creation matters, but only to the extent that it serves the needs 
and interests of society at large.

How are ALI scores calculated? The ALI score for each institution is calculated as the proportion of people who believe the institution shows leadership for the public good to a ‘fairly large extent’ or 
‘extremely large extent’ minus those who believe that it shows it ‘to some extent’ or ‘not at all’. Positive scores indicate an institution serves the public good, negative scores indicate that it is self-serving.
Importance scores: Relative importance analysis. The higher the percentage (i.e., relative importance), the more important an indicator is in predicting perceptions of leadership.
Performance scores: These scores are calculated as the proportion of people who believe the institution shows performance on the metric to a ‘fairly large extent’ or ‘extremely large extent’.
Sample details: The sample size for these institutions in 2021 is 4,062, collected at a rate of 333 respondents per institution per quarter across all states/territories.



INTEGRITY CRISIS
DECLINING TRUST IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

31



GOVERNING FOR THE GOOD OF THE MANY OR THE FEW?

32

THE RISE AND FALL OF PUBLIC LEADERSHIP

A BRIEF GLIMPSE OF WHAT COULD BE

WITHER LEADERSHIP FOR THE GOOD?

Public perceptions of federal government leadership 
for the public good fluctuated markedly between 
October 2018 and December 2021, rising and falling 
in response to crises and self-inflicted political wounds.

Perceptions of federal government leadership for the 
good reached their height in mid–to–late 2021, when 
for the first and only time, Australians judged the federal 
government as showing leadership for the public good.

Overall, Australians do not perceive the government 
of Prime Minister Scott Morrison as committed to 
prioritising private over the public interest or leading 
for the benefit of the many rather than the few.

How are federal government ALI scores calculated? The ALI score is calculated in a similar way to the Net Promoter Score, a well-known and easily understood index ranging from -100 to 
+100. The ALI score for the federal government is calculated as the proportion of people who believe the government shows leadership for the public good to a ‘fairly large extent’ or 
‘extremely large extent’ minus those who believe that the government shows leadership for the public good ‘to some extent’ or ‘not at all’. Positive scores indicate that the government is 
perceived as serving the public interest, whereas negative score indicate that the government is seen as self-serving.  
Sample details: The sample size for the period October 2018-December is 4,329, collected at a rate of 333 respondents per quarter (1,332 respondents per year) across all states/territories.
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How are public perceptions and expectations of ethics and morality measured? Using one of five response options— not at all, to some extent, to a moderate extent, to a fairly large 
extent, and to an extremely large extent—we asked respondents to tell us the extent to which the federal government is and should be ethical, which we define as behaving in accord with 
relevant moral standards of professional conduct. Here, we combine the proportion of those who answered ‘to a fairly large extent’ and ‘to an extremely large extent’ to reveal the proportion of 
respondents who judge the federal government as highly ethical and expect the government to be highly ethical. To illustrate, in the fourth quarter of 2021 (October-December, 2021), 25% of 
respondents thought the government was highly ethical, whereas 74% of respondents expected the government to be highly ethical.
Sample details: The sample size for the period October 2018-December is 4,329, collected at a rate of 333 respondents per quarter (1,332 respondents per year) across all states/territories 

ONE STEP FORWARDS, TWO STEPS BACK

MIND THE GAP

NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET?

Public perceptions of the ethics and morality of the 
federal government remained stubbornly low between 
October 2018 and December 2021, rising strongly in 
the first year of the pandemic but falling ever since.

Taking the long view of Prime Minister Scott Morrison’s 
government, only a third of Australians judge the federal 
government as highly ethical, whereas two–thirds expect 
the government to be highly ethical.

GOVERNMENT MORALITY AND ETHICS: HONOURED MORE IN 
THE BREACH THAN THE OBSERVANCE

There is a profound and widening gap between 
community perceptions and community expectations 
of federal government ethics and morality.
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How are public perceptions and expectations of transparency measured? Using one of five response options— not at all, to some extent, to a moderate extent, to a fairly large extent, and 
to an extremely large extent—we asked respondents to tell us the extent to which the federal government is and should be transparent, which we define as disclosing information that is 
relevant to the public interest. Here, we combine the proportion of those who answered ‘to a fairly large extent’ and ‘to an extremely large extent’ to reveal the proportion of respondents who 
judge the federal government as highly transparent and expect the government to be highly transparent. To illustrate, in the fourth quarter of 2021 (October-December, 2021), 22% of 
respondents thought the government was highly transparent, whereas 73% of respondents expected the government to be highly transparent.
Sample details: The sample size for the period October 2018-December is 4,329, collected at a rate of 333 respondents per quarter (1,332 respondents per year) across all states/territories 

FROM LITTLE THINGS BIG THINGS GROW?

A DOWNWARD SLIDE

HOW LOW CAN IT GO?

The first two years of Prime Minister Scott Morrison’s 
government was marked by slow and steady gains in 
public perceptions of openness and transparency, 
reaching a peak in late 2020.

Thanks, in part, to a series of self-inflicted political 
wounds by a variety of government ministers, public 
perceptions of government openness and transparency 
have only gone in one direction since late 2020: down.

The community has less and less faith that the federal 
government will be open and transparent with 
information that is relevant to the public interest.

OPENNESS AND TRANSPARENCY: 
OUT OF SIGHT BUT NOT OUT OF (THE PUBLIC) MIND
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ACCOUNTABILITY AND INTEGRITY: INCREASINGLY ELUSIVE, 
YET MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER

35

How are public perceptions and expectations of accountability measured? Using one of five response options— not at all, to some extent, to a moderate extent, to a fairly large extent, 
and to an extremely large extent—we asked respondents to tell us the extent to which the government is and should be accountable, which we define as the extent to which the government 
accepts responsibility for its actions and the consequences of its actions. Here, we combine the proportion of those who answered ‘to a fairly large extent’ and ‘to an extremely large extent’ to 
reveal the proportion of respondents who judge the government as accountable and expect the government to be accountable. To illustrate, in the fourth quarter of 2021 (October-December, 
2021), 26% of respondents thought the government was highly accountable, whereas 77% of respondents expected the government to be highly accountable. 
Sample details: The sample size for the period October 2018-December is 4,329, collected at a rate of 333 respondents per quarter (1,332 respondents per year) across all states/territories. 

CAN POLITICIANS CLOSE THE GAP?

THE STATE OF PUBLIC INTEGRITY

A LOSS OF FAITH 

The gap between community perceptions and 
expectations of government responsibility and 
accountability is wider than ever.

As chronicled by the ALI since 2018, the federal 
government performs poorly on all aspects of public 
integrity: leadership for the public good, ethics and 
morality, transparency, and accountability.

Overall, this pattern of results suggests that the 
public has lost faith that the federal government 
serves their interest, creating risk of further erosion 
of the institutional foundations of democracy.
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STATES OF EMERGENCY
GEOGRAPHICAL PERSPECTIVES ON LEADERSHIP
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BETWEEN 2018 AND 2021, PERCEPTIONS OF STATE 
GOVERNMENT LEADERSHIP HAVE BEEN NEGATIVE OVERALL

37

AUSTRALIANS VIEW THEIR STATE 
GOVERNMENTS AS SELF SERVING

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT 
HAS PERFORMED STRONGEST 

VIC AND NSW LEADERSHIP 
PERCEPTIONS HAVE IMPROVED

Despite an improvement in sentiment during 
the pandemic, most state governments are not 
seen as demonstrating leadership for the 
greater good.

The Western Australian government is the only 
state government to hold a positive Australian 
Leadership Index (ALI) score over the last four 
years, on aggregate.

In VIC and NSW, leadership perceptions 
improved drastically during the pandemic, but 
have slipped back into the negative overall, as 
politics returned to normal.

Metrics: Using one of five response options— not at all, to some extent, to a moderate extent, to a fairly large extent, and to an extremely large extent—we asked respondents to tell us 
the extent to which each state government is demonstrating leadership for the greater good. The ALI score is calculated in a similar way to the Net Promoter Score, a well-known and easily 
understood index ranging from -100 to +100. The ALI score for each state government is calculated as the proportion of people who believe their state government shows leadership for 
the public good to a ‘fairly large extent’ or ‘extremely large extent’ minus those who believe that their state government shows leadership for the public good ‘to some extent’ or ‘not at all’. 
Positive scores indicate that their state government is perceived as serving the public interest, whereas negative score indicate that their state government is seen as self-serving. 
Sample details: Total sample size, July 2018-December 2021, n=4,748; NSW n=1,476, VIC n=1,208, QLD n=919; WA n=499; SA n=387; TAS n=107, ACT n=101, NT n=51*. 
*NT sample size low, results indicative only, interpret with caution. 

WA +13

NT -41*

QLD -18

NSW -3

ACT -6

VIC -1

TAS -22

SA -18

ALI SCORE, STATE GOVERNMENTS, 2018-2021

NATIONAL -6



LEADERSHIP RATINGS DECLINED AS THE PANDEMIC EASED 
AND POLITICAL SCANDALS ROCKED STATE GOVERNMENTS

38

NSW GOVERNMENT 
LEADERSHIP DECLINING DUE TO 
POLITICAL SCANDALS

Despite rising to a peak of +34 during 
the second wave of the pandemic, 
public perceptions of New South Wales 
government leadership fluctuated 
heavily due to political scandals and 
leadership changes, as the state eased 
back on restrictions.
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VICTORIANS SHOWING STRONG 
NEGATIVE SENTIMENT IN THE 
LATTER STAGES OF 2021

Experiencing some of the toughest 
restrictions and lockdowns in Australia, 
Victorians remained divided on state 
government leadership. As lockdowns 
eased and politics return to business 
as usual, leadership perceptions 
declined to a low of -17 in late 2021.
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QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT 
LEADERSHIP RETURNS TO 
POSITIVE FIGURES

Like other states, leadership 
perceptions hit a peak in Queensland 
in late 2020, but then declined as 
lockdown fatigue set in. With limited 
political turbulence, leadership 
sentiment turned positive again in the 
final quarter of 2021.
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WA GOVERNMENT SEEN AS 
LEADING FOR THE GREATER 
GOOD OVERALL

Adopting a hard border policy since the 
start of the pandemic, the WA 
government limited state-wide 
restrictions and lockdowns. Despite 
declining from a peak of +68, public 
perceptions of leadership have 
remained positive throughout 2021.
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Metrics: Using one of five response options— not at all, to some extent, to a moderate extent, to a fairly large extent, and to an extremely large extent—we asked respondents to tell us 
the extent to which each state government is demonstrating leadership for the greater good. The ALI score is calculated in a similar way to the Net Promoter Score, a well-known and easily 
understood index ranging from -100 to +100. The ALI score for each state government is calculated as the proportion of people who believe their state government shows leadership for 
the public good to a ‘fairly large extent’ or ‘extremely large extent’ minus those who believe that their state government shows leadership for the public good ‘to some extent’ or ‘not at all’. 
Positive scores indicate that their state government is perceived as serving the public interest, whereas negative score indicate that their state government is seen as self-serving. 
Sample details: Total sample size, July 2018-December 2021, n=4,748; NSW n=1,476, VIC n=1,208, QLD n=919; WA n=499.
*Sample size for SA, TAS, ACT and NT too low to show quarterly results over time.



IN 2021, THE WA GOVERNMENT SHOWED THE SMALLEST 
GAPS BETWEEN EXPECTATIONS AND PERCEPTIONS

39

Metrics: Using one of five response options— not at all, to some extent, to a moderate extent, to a fairly large extent, and to an extremely large extent—we asked respondents to tell us 
the extent to which each institution is expected to / actually performs on each driver of leadership. The data presented shows the proportion of those who answered ‘to a fairly large extent’ 
and ‘to an extremely large extent’ to reveal the proportion of respondents who judge the institution as being expected to / actually performing on each driver.
Sample details: Total sample size, January-December 2021, n=1,163; NSW n=360, VIC n=310, QLD n=222; WA n=126; SA n=84

*Sample size for TAS, ACT and NT too low to show results.
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STRONG ECONOMIC 
PERFORMANCE

FALLING SHORT ON 
INTEGRITY METRICS

WA BEST AT 
CLOSING THE GAPS

States perform stronger on 
economic outcomes, but 
struggling to meet community 
expectations on social and 
environmental outcomes.

With the exception of WA, state 
governments continue to 
underperform on transparency, 
ethicality and accountability.

WA closing the gaps on social, 
economic and environmental 
outcomes while being 
responsive to the needs of 
their constituents.



FIRES AND FLOODS
LEADING ON CLIMATE CHANGE
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DESPITE THE PANDEMIC, CLIMATE ACTION IS BECOMING A KEY 
DRIVER OF PUBLIC LEADERSHIP PERCEPTIONS, IN ALL SECTORS

41

MEDIA AND CONSUMER 
PRESSURE IS INTENSIFYING

CLIMATE CHANGE WILL LIKELY 
BE AN ELECTION ‘HOT TOPIC’

CONSUMERS PURCHASING BASED 
ON ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Despite mass media coverage of the pandemic, 
international scrutiny and natural disasters 
continue to place pressure on government and 
corporations to act on climate change.

Producing positive environmental outcomes is 
a key driver of government leadership and will 
likely be a topic of contention in elections at all 
levels for the foreseeable future.

Environmental impact is a significant driver 
of private sector leadership perceptions, 
meaning consumers may choose to spend 
with businesses that demonstrate 
leadership when it comes to climate change.

Metrics: Using one of five response options—not at all, to some extent, to a moderate extent, to a fairly large extent, and to an extremely large extent—we asked respondents to tell us the 
extent to which each institution performs on each leadership driver. 
Model fit: R-squared for overall linear regression model r2=0.63. All drivers significant at p<.001 confidence interval.
Sample details: Nationally representative sample, January-December 2021, n=4,062, including approximately n=1016 per sector.
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LARGE GAPS EXIST BETWEEN HOW AUSTRALIANS EXPECT 
INSITUTIONS TO PERFORM AND HOW THEY ACTUALLY PERFORM

42

~30% BELIEVE LEADERS PRODUCE 
ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES 

LOCAL COUNCILS OUTPERFORM 
STATE & FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

CHARITIES AND EDUCATION 
LEADING ON CLIMATE ACTION

At an overall level, though 57% of Australians 
expect institutions to produce positive 
environmental outcomes, only 30% believe 
they actually do, a gap of -27%.

While most Australians expect governments 
to produce environmental outcomes, more 
people believe local (34%) and state (30%) 
governments are performing better than 
the federal government (28%).

Charities (38%) and education institutions 
(35%) are performing strongly when it comes 
to producing positive environmental 
outcomes and could play an important 
role in addressing climate change.
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Metrics: Using one of five response options— not at all, to some extent, to a moderate extent, to a fairly large extent, and to an extremely large extent—we asked respondents to tell us 
the extent to which each institution is expected to / actually produces positive environmental outcomes. The data presented shows the proportion of those who answered ‘to a fairly large 
extent’ and ‘to an extremely large extent’ to reveal the proportion of respondents who judge the institution as being expected to or actually producing positive environmental outcomes. 
Sample details: Nationally representative sample, January-December 2021, n=4,062, including approximately n=1,016 per sector and n=333 per institution. 

PRODUCES POSITIVE ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES, 2021



FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND BIG BUSINESS MUST DO 
MORE TO ADDRESS THE THREAT OF CLIMATE CHANGE

43

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MUST SET 
AGGRESSIVE EMISSIONS TARGETS

BUSINESS LEADERSHIP REQUIRES 
BOLD CLIMATE ACTION

SMEs, CHARITIES, EDUCATION, AND 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ARE LEADING

Australians are demanding that the federal 
government set more ambitious targets, 
incentivise the private sector, and do more to 
address climate change.

With consumer expectations changing, 
particularly amongst younger demographics, 
national and multinational businesses need 
to act on climate change and do so in a way 
that is authentic and genuine.

SMEs, charities, education intuitions and charities 
are performing strongly when it comes to 
producing positive environmental outcomes, 
opening up partnership opportunities for both 
the federal government and large businesses.

Metrics: Using one of five response options— not at all, to some extent, to a moderate extent, to a fairly large extent, and to an extremely large extent—we asked respondents to tell us the 
extent to which each institution produces positive environmental outcomes. The data presented shows the proportion of those who answered ‘to a fairly large extent’ and ‘to an extremely 
large extent’ to reveal the proportion of respondents who judge the institution as producing positive environmental outcomes.
Model fit: R-squared for overall linear regression model r2=0.63. All drivers significant at p<.001 confidence interval.
Sample details: Nationally representative sample, January-December 2021, n=4,062, including approximately n=333 per institution. 
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CORPORATE CONFUSION
HOW BUSINESS CREATES (AND DESTROYS) PUBLIC VALUE
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SMALL–MEDIUM ENTERPRISES SEEN AS MORE COMMITTED TO THE 
PUBLIC INTEREST THAN NATIONAL OR MULTINATIONAL BUSINESS

45

SMEs JUDGED TO SHOW MOST 
LEADERSHIP FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD
Since data collection started in 2018, small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs) have consistently 
outperformed large national businesses and 
multinational corporations (MNCs) 

How are private sector ALI scores calculated? The ALI score is calculated in a similar way to the Net Promoter Score, a well-known and easily understood index ranging from -100 to +100. 
The ALI score for the private sector is calculated as the proportion of people who believe the three institutions show leadership for the public good to a ‘fairly large extent’ or ‘extremely large 
extent’ minus those who believe that the three institutions show leadership for the public good ‘to some extent’ or ‘not at all’. Positive scores indicate that the private sector is perceived as 
serving the public interest, whereas negative score indicate that the private sector is seen as self-serving.
Sample details: The sample size for the period October 2018-December is 4,329, collected at a rate of 333 respondents per quarter (1,332 respondents per year) across all states/territories.
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MULTINATIONALS MOST SELF-SERVING

A CLOSER LOOK AT 2021

Year-on-year, despite professed commitment 
to creating shared value, MNCs are perceived 
by Australians as the most self-serving type of 
business institution.

While public perceptions for all three business 
institutions peaked in late 2020, following a 
preference for all things local after protracted 
lockdowns, SMEs remain mostly in the positive, 
while perceptions of MNCs plummet.



WHAT DRIVES PERCEPTIONS OF LEADERSHIP 
FOR THE GREATER GOOD IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR?
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FOCUS ON CREATING SHARED VALUE

BALANCING THE TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE

ETHICS AND PUBLIC INTEGRITY

The public believes SMEs are more focused than 
national businesses and MNCs on creating positive 
social and environmental outcomes for the 
communities in which they operate. 

National businesses are seen to as most focused 
on creating economic value compared to social 
and environmental value. SMEs are seen as most 
concerned about serving the triple bottom line.

For the integrity drivers, SMEs outperform national 
businesses and MNCs in terms of accountability, 
transparency and ethicality, enhancing their 
trustworthiness and social licence to operate.

How are public perceptions of drivers measured? Using one of five response options— not at all, to some extent, to a moderate extent, to a fairly large extent, and to an extremely large 
extent—we asked respondents to tell us the extent to which extent institutions in the private sector are focused on creating social, economic, and environmental value and how accountable. 
transparent and ethical they are. Here we combine the proportion of those who answered ‘to a fairly large extent’ and ‘to an extremely large extent’ to reveal the proportion of respondents 
who judge the private sector as focused on creating social, environmental and economic value, as well as highly accountable, transparent, and ethical. 
Sample details: Nationally representative sample, January-December 2021, n=4,062, including approximately n~1016 per sector.
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HOW CAN GOVERNMENT AND CONSUMERS 
CONTINUE TO SUPPORT SMALL AND LOCAL BUSINESS?
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENT

SOCIAL LICENSE

Government can provide incentives to 
encourage local shopping and consider 
rethinking procurement processes to 
favour small business.

Support for digital and technological initiatives 
to make small business more competitive with 
national and multinational businesses are 
needed to support small and local businesses.

Consumers can let their money speak 
by supporting local businesses with 
their purchasing behaviour.

Photo by Artem Beliaikin: https://www.pexels.com/photo/closeup-photo-black-door-yes-we-are-open-signage-929245/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/closeup-photo-black-door-yes-we-are-open-signage-929245/


HEALTH HEROES
HEALTH SECTOR LEADERSHIP DURING THE PANDEMIC
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THE HEALTH SECTOR FACED ANOTHER CHALLENGING YEAR IN 
2021 BUT CONTINUED TO DEMONSTRATE EXCELLENT LEADERSHIP

49

HEALTH SECTOR PERCEPTIONS SOAR
Since ALI longitudinal data collection began in 2018, 
the public health sector has consistently been rated 
positively by the public. Perceptions of the health 
sector sit well above the overall perceived 
performance ratings for Australian institutions.

How are private sector ALI scores calculated? The ALI score is calculated in a similar way to the Net Promoter Score, a well-known and easily understood index ranging from -100 to +100. 
The ALI score for the private sector is calculated as the proportion of people who believe the health sector showed leadership for the public good to a ‘fairly large extent’ or ‘extremely large 
extent’ minus those who believe that the institution showed leadership for the public good ‘to some extent’ or ‘not at all’. Positive scores indicate that the health sector is perceived as serving 
the public interest, whereas negative scores indicate that the institution is seen as self-serving.
Sample details: The sample size for the period October 2018-December is 4,329, collected at a rate of 333 respondents per quarter (1,332 respondents per year) across all states/territories.

LEADERSHIP THROUGHOUT THE PANDEMIC

IN COMPARISON

2020 saw a huge spike in perceptions of public health 
sector leadership as the sector, and its frontline 
workers, cared for people during the pandemic. 
Public perceptions remained high throughout 2021.

Of all the institutions measured by the Australian 
Leadership Index, only charities are on par with 
the public health sector in terms of community 
perceptions of leadership for the public good.
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A CLOSER LOOK AT THE DRIVERS OF 
HEALTH SECTOR LEADERSHIP PERCEPTIONS IN 2021
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ETHICS, ACCOUNTABILITY, & TRANSPARENCY
Performance on key drivers of leadership perceptions in 
the health sector are strong, with 42% of respondents 
rating the health sector as highly transparent, 45% as 
highly accountable and the majority (53%) as highly ethical.

How are public perceptions of drivers measured? Using one of five response options— not at all, to some extent, to a moderate extent, to a fairly large extent, and to an extremely large 
extent—we asked respondents to tell us the extent to which extent health institutions are accountable. transparent and ethical. Here we combine the proportion of those who answered ‘to a 
fairly large extent’ and ‘to an extremely large extent’ to reveal the proportion of respondents who judge the private sector as focused on creating social, environmental and economic value, as 
well as highly accountable, transparent, and ethical.
Sample details: Nationally representative sample, January-December 2021, n=3823, including n=1189-1292 per institution.

TOP NOTCH

HIGH STANDARDS IN TOUGH TIMES

In fact, the public health sector was the most highly 
rated social institution in terms of its performance 
in the domain of ethics and morality.

Considering the challenges faced by health care workers, 
including COVID-19 safety procedures, staff shortages due 
to illness and isolation periods, and the increased workloads 
associated with the pandemic and as a result of not enough 
staff, front line workers should be commended for their 
efforts and contributions in such of tough time.
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MORE THAN WORDS –
HANDS–ON LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE TO COMMUNITIES
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HEALTH HEROES

RATINGS REFLECT APPRECIATION

WHAT CAN WE EXPECT FOR 2022 
AND BEYOND?

Selfless health sector professionals showed 
courageous, hands-on leadership for the public 
good throughout the pandemic. This did not go 
unnoticed in the community.

From the data, we can infer that the health 
sector's strong leadership was appreciated 
and valued by the public, as evidenced by the 
high-performance ratings of this institution.

With COVID-19 showing no signs of dissipating, 
the health care sector and health professionals will 
likely continue to be perceived as demonstrating 
strong commitment to serving the public interest.

Photo by Thirdman: https://www.pexels.com/photo/medical-professionals-in-their-scrub-suits-5327649/

https://www.pexels.com/photo/medical-professionals-in-their-scrub-suits-5327649/


FUTURE DIRECTIONS
CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
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REFLECTIONS ON LEADERSHIP IN 2021
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Against a backdrop of unethical conduct, irresponsible leadership, and 
distrust of institutions, there is pervasive sense among Australians that 
they are not well served by their social institutions. This sentiment is 
amply reflected in the findings of the 2021 Australian Leadership Index, 
which reveals a sharp reversal of the trends observed in 2020. 
Concomitant with this is the widespread community expectation 
that social institutions should act in ways that promote flourishing 
and foster the public interest.

This study reveals that the public has nuanced beliefs about the 
purpose of different types of social institutions, which is reflected in 
meaningful variations in community expectations of institutions within 
and across the government, public, private, and not-for-profit sectors. 
Although gaps between perceptions and expectations are found for 
all institutions, these gaps provide important insights to leaders about 
opportunities for improvement, if their goal is to restore public trust 
and demonstrate leadership for the greater good.

Notably, this study revealed that public perceptions of the principles 
and norms that govern institutional behaviour are among the strongest 
predictors of perceptions of leadership for the good. This is observed 
consistently at the overall level, as well as at the sector and institutional 
level. Specifically, the more accountable, transparent, ethical, and 
oriented to the public interest social institutions appear, the more 
institutions are perceived to show leadership for the greater good.

THE STATE OF LEADERSHIP IN 2021

Although the Australian Leadership Index serves as a bellwether of public 
perceptions of, and trust in, social institutions—outlining the problems—
it is intentionally silent on the solutions to the problems it identifies.

For example, although balancing the needs of different stakeholders is a key 
driver of leadership perceptions, it is not obvious how institutions can behave 
in ways that accord with all stakeholders’ expectations of, for example, 
distributive justice. Who are the stakeholders that ought to be considered? 
Do these stakeholders include future generations? What ethical systems 
ought to guide the moral and ethical reasoning required to make these 
decisions and how ought we adjudicate between them? Similarly, although 
ALI consistently points to a yearning among the general public for authorities 
and institutions to do more for the environment, the solutions to our complex 
social–environmental challenges and mega-threats are not found in simple 
technical formulations but in complex collaborative processes.

These and other challenges draw attention to the complexities of leadership 
for the greater good and highlight the need for a variety of approaches to 
navigate the complexities of a ‘shared power world’ in which no single group 
or institution has the power to unilaterally address complex challenges.

Going forward, ALI will continue to measure and track public perceptions 
of institutional leadership and provide constructive insights to leaders and 
institutions about how to improve their practice of leadership. We invite you 
to join us in our quest to foster a new culture of leadership for the good.

2022 AND BEYOND



2022 SURVEY REFRESH
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 Total 4,000 observations per quarter consisting of 1,000 
participants, each rating four randomly selected 
institutions. 

 Insights into 23 major institutions across the 
government, public, private, and not-for-profit sectors.

 Insights into 11 private sector industries, including 
banking, supermarkets, retail, and telecommunications.

 Large suite of new metrics, including trust, social licence, 
public integrity, public value, and competence. 

 Nationally representative by age, gender, and state 
proportions.

 Data collection is ‘always on’, increasing responsiveness 
to real world events.

 Identification of opportunities for improvement in 
leadership performance at industry level.

 Extensive respondent profiling data.

 All results available via an innovative online dashboard.

 Benchmarking service available.
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GETTING INVOLVED
HELP US SUSTAIN LEADERSHIP CONVERSATIONS
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GET INVOLVED IN THE NATIONAL CONVERSATION
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INTERVIEWS AND WEBINARS

Whether it is about the state of public integrity in government, the drivers of 
leadership for the greater good in different types of social institutions, or the 
future of leadership for the good, we’re open to exploring and discussing all 
aspects of leadership for the greater good. We also welcome discussions 
about collaborations on webinars, workshops and roundtables.

RESEARCH COLLABORATIONS

Leadership for the greater good requires leadership to be enacted across 
several interlocking levels (e.g., team, organisation, sector, community) using 
a raft of leadership practices leadership. Leadership for the good is complex 
and therefore not easy. If your organisation or community is grappling with 
these issues, we invite you to get in touch to explore how we can help.

COLLABORATIVE IMPACT PROJECTS

What could leadership for the good look like in your organisation, institution, 
sector or community? What should it look like, and with whom ought you 
collaborate to imagine and bring forth these desired futures? We’re more than 
happy to discuss how the insights of ALI can provide the context for and help 
frame collaborative impact projects, including the choice of indicators/metrics.



BENCHMARKING AND CONSULTING
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BASIC PACKAGE INTERMEDIATE PACKAGE FULL-SERVICE PACKAGE

Inclusions

 Measure public perceptions of leadership 
performance.

 Nationally representative sample 
by age, gender and state.

 Comparison to industry benchmarks.
 Driver analysis to identify performance gaps.
 20 page report detailing the key findings and 

recommendations.

Inclusions

 Measure public perceptions of leadership 
performance.

 Sample frame tailored to your organisation.
 Comparison to industry benchmarks.
 Driver analysis to identify performance gaps.
 Geographic and/or sociodemographic analysis.
 60 page report detailing the key findings 

and recommendations.

Inclusions

 Ongoing tracking of leadership performance.
 Sample frame tailored to your organisation.
 Dashboard access, with results updated 

monthly.
 Comparison to industry benchmarks.
 Driver analysis to identify performance gaps.
 Geographic and/or sociodemographic analysis.
 90 page annual report detailing the key 

findings and recommendations.
 Excel tables to allow additional analysis.

$35,000 per wave $65,000 per wave $120,000 per year



CORPORATE EDUCATION AND TRAINING
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TAILORED CORPORATE SEMINARS

We can tailor a seminar program to your 
organisation’s specific needs, to develop 
leadership knowledge and skills at various 
levels of seniority.

TRAINING WORKSHOPS

We can design custom training workshops with 
your staff to inspire and educate them on how to 
improve various aspects of leadership, identified 
in your survey results.



THANK YOU
AUSTRALIAN LEADERSHIP INDEX
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